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A Central Valley California Family driving home late Saturday Evening (August 21st, 2010) called the 24 hour hotline of Jeffrey Gonzalez (MUFON
State Section Director) to report seeing a “Triangle Shaped Craft” make a hard landing onto the side of a nearby mountain
just north of Fresno CA.
While talking to a male witness by phone, the investigator reported over hearing two female witnesses speak in the background describing the lights
of the craft. He over heard them saying, “It’s trying to take off, it’s trying to lift!”

He also stated, “When I arrived to the area where the family was, I looked up on the mountain and there were three distinct glowing white lights
coming from the area where the family reported seeing the craft; these could be seen on the side of the mountain. What puzzled me was that there are
no homes or buildings on the side of that mountain. There is only a small shack used by military utility teams from the nearby base, which is visible
during the day.”
The investigator also stated that upon his arrival he immediately began to videotape the event, at the time of this writing it is not known if still photos
were taken.
He reported that 15-20 minutes after his arrival multiple unknown vehicles began to congregate on the mountain
surrounding the crash site. And within minutes of their arrival he began to see through his camera viewfinder what
was definitely a bright bluish-white light quite reminiscent of the output of an arc welder. His immediate
thoughts were that the craft was being repaired to resume flight, or disassembled for removal from the area.
The UFO Investigator decided to stay the evening recording all the events. The next morning at 6:00 AM he could see two long scorch marks on the
side of the mountain leading up to the shack. And in front of the small shack was a large craft reminiscent of a stingray.
He commented, “At first I thought my eyes were playing tricks on me. But it’s exactly as how I describe it; it looked like a stingray
shaped air craft.”
Jeffrey Gonzalez reported that the area on the Mountain is private and inaccessible to the public. He and a fellow UFO investigator made several
attempts later that morning to get to the site but could not find an access point from any public areas. When they returned to the public vantage point
to record the area once again, the craft was gone.
Currently Jeffrey Gonzalez says they are processing the video of the event to make it available for everyone to see at their website.
It should be noted that this event occurred in proximity near the ANGB/Fresno “Deep Underground Military Base” located at
the Fresno Yosemite International Airport, formerly Fresno Air Field. The facility is run by The 144th Fighter Wing of
the Air National Guard Base (ANGB), of Fresno California. Interestingly, the 144th Fighter Wing is under the direct
oversight of the North American Aerospace Defense Command “NORAD”, which itself is located 2,000 feet deep inside
of Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado.
This event comes as a complete surprise as it coincides with Mr. Gonzalez and me (Anthony Sanchez) jointly participating in an Investigative Report
on Underground Bases in CA. We’ll be together on location within the week to perform additional research in to the crash and any relation to
ANGB/Fresno “Deep Underground Military Base”.
MORE TO FOLLOW.
If you have any information to report on this incident, call 1-559-287-UFOS
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